
RULES OF N-GLAMPING
We are pleased to welcome 
our Guests to N-GLAMPING

1.  We respect the common space, which is the foundation of relaxation and mutual respect.
2. The day at N-Glamping starts at 4:00 PM (check-in) and ends at 11:00 AM (check-out).
3.  N-Glamping provides towels and bed linen for its Guests in each facility, FREE OF CHARGE, depending  

on the number of people.
4.  FREE parking is available for Guests and does not require prior reservation. N-Glamping is not responsible for cars and any items left in 

the Guest’s car.
5.  The beach and sunbeds are available to all Guests.
6.  The beach is unsupervised, and guardians are responsible for the safety of their wards. Other Guests swim at their own risk.
7.  There is no lifeguard at the pool in GLAMP Villa, Boho Villa, and Beach House either. Please exercise caution during bathing and leisure. 

Guardians are responsible for safety of their wards. Other Guests swim at their own risk.
8.  Smoking cigarettes/tobacco and using intoxicating substances prohibited by Polish law is prohibited at N-Glamping.
9.  N-Glamping Guests are asked to contact the staff promptly (by phone) upon arrival for check-in purposes. Please have a photo ID ready 

to confirm identity.
10.  Guests receive keys upon check-in, which must be returned to the N-Glamping staff before departure. In case of key loss, a fee will be charged.
11.  Guests settle the payment for their stay with N-Glamping staff on the day of arrival. In the event of a shortened stay, the previously 

agreed-upon amount for the entire stay remains unchanged.
12.  GLAMP Villa Guests have access to a dry sauna - please familiarize yourself with the rules for using the dry sauna located in the facility. 

By using the sauna, you agree to and accept the regulations.
13.  GLAMP Villa, Boho Villa, and Beach House Guests have access to a pool - please familiarize yourself with the rules for using the pool 

located in the facility. By using the pool, you agree to and accept the regulations
14.  Guests cannot host their guests without prior agreement with N-Glamping staff.
15.  N-Glamping does not disclose Guests’ personal data to third parties.
16.  Bringing and using personal heating devices in N-Glamping facilities (such as electric heaters, blowers, heaters, etc.) is prohibited for 

safety and fire protection reasons.
17.  Using personal grilling devices, disposable or reusable, for safety reasons is prohibited. Please use the designated and marked grilling 

(fire) area at N-Glamping.
18.  Guests are financially responsible for ANY damage or destruction of N-Glamping equipment and technical devices (air conditioning, 

etc.) caused by them or their visitors.
19.  Guests are required to pay an adaquate DEPOSIT for GLAMP Villa, Boho Villa, Beach House, and GLAMPs for potential damages. The 

deposit is refunded on the day of departure or directly to the Guest’s account as prefered.
20.  Damages discovered after leaving N-Glamping will be notified to Guests, and repair costs will be charged as agreed.
21.  N-Glamping is not responsible for Guests’ belongings or lost items on the premises.
22.  During your stay, report any equipment malfunctions in N-Glamping to the staff immediately.
23.  Nothing other than toilet paper, provided by N-Glamping in the facilities, can be thrown into the toilets. This includes wet wipes, sanitary 

pads, cotton swabs, etc. Trash bins are provided in kitchens and bathrooms at N-Glamping for this purpose.
24.  Bunk beds are present in GLAMPs - please exercise caution, especially when going up/down the mezzanine and using sleeping areas.
25.  Quiet hours are from 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM, out of respect for all Guests.
26.  Disturbing the peace of other Guests is prohibited on the premises of N-Glamping.
27.  The use of portable speakers in open common areas of N-Glamping (Glamp Shelter, beach) is not allowed unless other Guests have 

no objections.
28.  Animals present on the premises of N-Glamping are under the care of their Guardians, who are obligated to clean up after tchem 

and attend to their pets. It is the responsibility of the owners to control their animals and ensure the safety of all other Guests on the 
premises of N-Glamping. The Guardian of the animal is responsible for any liability for the safety of the animals and any potential 
damages caused by them.

29.  N-Glamping reserves the right to refuse further services to Guests who do not adhere to the rules of the regulations.
30.  The regulations can be found at www.nglamping.pl and in each facility in paper form.
31.  Guests, by making a reservation, agree to abide by the Rules.
32.  Guests violating the rules of these regulations will be required to leave N-Glamping without a refund.

These regulations were approved by the owners of N-Glamping and are effective from 1.02.2024.

T: 668 503 593  
E: hello@nglamping.pl  
A: Strużal, 87-140 Strużal       NGLAMPING.PL


